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q-dir is a powerful file manager for windows 95 and windows nt 4.0. it supports 16 file folders and offers an integrated preview mode for over 80 file formats. users can work with multiple file folders at the same time, quickly perform standard operations, and label their favorite folders and programs. a suite of functions is
also included, which include a file repository for quick access to frequently used files, as well as folder and application favorites. the program's powerful search function makes it possible to quickly find files. the program is similar to windows explorer, but with some advantages. q-dir is designed to be a file manager and

has a very simple interface. its clean interface and features make it an easy-to-use replacement for the old windows explorer. it supports 16 file folders and offers an integrated preview mode for over 80 file formats. users can work with multiple file folders at the same time, quickly perform standard operations, and label
their favorite folders and programs. a suite of functions is also included, which include a file repository for quick access to frequently used files, as well as folder and application favorites. the program's powerful search function makes it possible to quickly find files. q-dir is a powerful file manager for windows 95. its clean
interface and features make it an easy-to-use replacement for the old windows explorer. it supports 16 file folders and offers an integrated preview mode for over 80 file formats. users can work with multiple file folders at the same time, quickly perform standard operations, and label their favorite folders and programs.

a suite of functions is also included, which include a file repository for quick access to frequently used files, as well as folder and application favorites. the program's powerful search function makes it possible to quickly find files.
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thoughts: when i tried to compare the two programs, i noticed that free commander isnt as easy to use as total commander. i couldnt figure out how to
open a folder, even after i tried the keyboard commands. after a few minutes of trying, i gave up and tried to navigate directly to the folder. (its odd that
they have a folder called free commander). the screenshot feature is nice, but it doesnt seem to work very well. at some point, it would load, but at other

times, it wouldnt. i tried the image size settings, but it didnt seem to help. thoughts: this is really bad. the software is not updated to use the new file
system, and it looks really bad. the interface is a complete mess. its hard to find what youre looking for, and just try to figure out how to open a file.

norton commander is a really old school program. theres no easy way to set a folder as a favorites. there are a lot of problems, but at least its free. the
norton commander windows 95 is a powerful, efficient and easy-to-use file management program that is ideal for system and application commands.

norton commander is a powerful, efficient, and easy-to-use file management program that is ideal for system and application commands. you can launch
and run the programs and features you want on the fly, without opening an application window. for instance, you can use norton commander to manage

your hard drive, and connect to the internet using a web browser. you can browse file contents, create, move, rename, delete or copy files, or create,
move, rename, or delete directories. it's especially useful for tasks such as file and printer management, backup, searching for files, ftp and telnet

access, or other administrative tasks. you can use norton commander to access any ftp server, and connect directly to the internet using a web browser.
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